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This exclusive Jeremy Sylvester contains 10 best seller sample packs for a hugely reduced price. Over

50 OFF Back to 95 - Vol 1 This Exclusive new sample pack by Jeremy was developed to provide you with

essentials to add special ingredients into your own musical productions. Some say the early nineties

provided some of the best House music of all time and this special sample pack was designed to capture

those elements. The pack contains various musical loops, drum loops, construction kits, one shots & hits

in multiple formats that include 24 bit WAV, REX2, MIDI & APPLE LOOPS which will be compatible with

most software instruments used in todays music productions. The drum sounds have been taken from

Jeremys own personal AKAI MPC 3000 & S950 sound library disks and re-formated. All the musical

loops, basslines, one shots and drum loops have been made using Pro-Tools hardware, Reason & Logic

9 software. The pack contains 100s of Jeremys favorite tried and tested drum sounds which hes still
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using to this day. So if your looking for authentic Uk Garage and classic House music sounds influenced

from those wonder years of the early nineties in your music productions, then this is something for you.

And of course, this pack can be used effectively in many other genre from Broken beat, Deep House,

Deep Tech, Soulful House, 2-Step, Dubstep and much more, so use your imagination and let it run free.

Back to 95 - Vol 2 This is the second part in the highly popular Back to 95 Series originally released in

2010. Developed by pioneering UK House & Garage producer Jeremy Sylvester. This pack is inspired by

the early USA & UK underground House & Garage scene from around 1995 when few people would

argue were the best years of House Music. This exclusive sample pack borrows inspiration from labels

such a Strictly Rhythm, Eight Ball, Nice n Ripe, Azuli Records, Nervous Records and artist such as

MAsters at Work, Kerri Chandler, Jeremy Sylvester, Grant Nelson, Ron Trent, Chez Damlier and many

more. This pack is designed to be used in other related genre such as Deep House, Deep Tech, UK

Garage, Classic House, Soulful House, Funky House and UK Funky. Club Asylum Essentials If your

looking for authentic UK Garage, Old Skool or 2 Step sound files, then look no further than this. This pack

has been created by the most respected UK Garage production team Club Asylum, who have been

responsible for many UKG remixes and productions for many years.. Dirty Dutch House Loops Dutch

House Often referred to as Dirty Dutch is the more harder of the eletro house sound currently very

popular in the clubs all over the world. The style originally out of the Netherlands and championed by

pioneering producers and DJs such as Laidback Luke and Afrojack. This exclusive pack contains

awesome tried and tested hard edge Afro/Latin House loops designed to give maximum impact on the

dancefloors. Also included are various one shots, effects and synth lead sounds to get your body

pulsating. The pack comes in multiformats which include 24 Bit Wav, Apple/Aiff, MIDI and Rex2 files

compatible with most popular software instruments such as Reason, Ableton, Logic, FL Studio, Halion,

Pro Tools and much more. Dirty Electro Essentials Included in the package are 80 royalty free Vocal

parts which can be used in your productions without the hasstle of trying to gain clearance. All vocals are

exclusively prepared for this sample pack. Create dirty electro vibes with a superb selection of one shot

synths and hits to give your productions a tougher electro sound together with an awesome collection of

up to the minute electro style beats and loops to create maximum damage on the club dance floors. Love

House - Deep n Soulful - Vol 2 This is the second part to Love House Series originally released in 2010.

Developed by pioneering UK House & Garage producer Jeremy Sylvester. This pack is inspired by the



current Deep House, Deep Tech, Soulful House & Classic house scene and DJs, producers and labels

such as Dennis Ferrer, Kerri Chandler, Ron Trent, Jazz n Groove, Moods 2 Swing, Cajmere, Danny J

Lewis, Reel People, Strictly Rhythm, Downtown 161, Enzyme Black, Soul Purpose, Swing City, NIce n

ripe, Nervous Records & Eightball. Jeremy Sylvester Producer Sound Library Volume 2 features an

awesome array ok UK Garage, 2 Step, Bumpy 4x4 Loops & Deep House samples and loops in high

quality 24 Bit WAV, Rex2 and Apple Loops. After the huge success of volume one, Jeremy delivers the

long awaited volume toward is now available to download straight to your chosen software DAW. Latin

House Tools This superb 700 MB collection of over 1299 royalty free samples was created by prolific

producer Ray Diaz. It contains high quality musical patterns, drum loops, Chord hooks, Bass line hooks &

Keybord Riffs that will inspire your musical productions and take it to a level where you thought it

wouldnnt go. Create music like your favourite Latin House producers such Arts of Rhythm, Louis Vegas,

MAW, Kenny Dope, Latin Kings, Ralph Rosario, Grant Nelson, Hot Hands, Davidson Ospina, Dj Memo,

DJ Polla, El Latino Men, Lord G, Roger Sanchez, Erick Morillio, George Morel, or labels Like Strickly

Rhythm, Nervous Records, Effective Music or Defected Records. All chords & keys have been organised

in specific folders and labeled according to what key its in for easy access. All drum patterns are

organised in specific folders according to the BPM for easy access. This pack is a real treat for Latin

House producers, so dont delay, and purchase this Brand new sample pack today to download and use

instantly within your musical productions. Socafrica Latin House Tools Carefully compiled by UK dance

chart topping Azuli recording artist Socafrica. An excellent collection of Latin / Tribal House beats, Loops

and various sounds, to create the ultimate Latin style House grooves. If yourre looking to create House

grooves from the likes of DJ Gregory, Bob Sinclar, Soul Providerz, Hard Soul, Copyright, Defected

Records, Strickly Rhythm, Azuli Records etc, then look no further and purchase this exclusive download

pack now.. Club Asylum Pressure Club Asylum Pressure from Urban Dubz Music is an upfront collection

of crisp UKG & 2 Step drum loops, one shots and music loops designed for maximum effect on UK

Garage dancefloors. Every drum loop was created using Native Instruments MAschine with the tempo set

at 130 BPM. This contains multi-format material including high quality 24Bit Wav, Apple Loops, MIDI and

Rex files making it compatible with most software instruments. Designed by Jeremy Sylvester (Club

Asylum Productions) Included in the pack are 9 Music construction loops with Bass Loops, Chord loops in

midi & wav and drum loops. Club Asylum Pressure also contains the original NI MAshine Drum patches



so that you can change the drum patterns in what ever way you feel. A small selection of crisp Deep One

Shot samples are included. Size: 4.7 GB (Zipped) (EXTREMELY LARGE FILE) Format: WAV, MIDI,

REX2, APPLE LOOPS Contains: Loops Synths One Shots Music Loops FX Patches Drums
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